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Miller, Madeline (2011) 
Song of Achilles  
Achilles and his best friend Patroclus forged an un-
breakable bond, despite their vast differences. Achil-
les is destined to be the greatest of all his country-
men, while Patroclus is an awkward exile. Their love 
for one another draws them into the Trojan War 
where the Fates have terrible plans for them both. 
 
Solomon, Rachel Lynn 

Business or Pleasure (2023) 
Chandler Cohen is a ghostwriter who feels like a 
ghost in her own life. In a moment of desperation, 
she has a disastrous one-night stand with a man who 
turns out to be her next client, bottom-rung actor, 
Finn Walsh. As she discovers the truth about the lov-
able nerd person he plays in movies, Chandler must 
reconcile her personal and professional desires. 
 
Sparks, Nicholas 
Every Breath (2018) 
A chance encounter becomes a transcendent turning 
point for two very different people, including the 
conflicted surgeon daughter of an ALS patient and a 
Sunset Beach newcomer from Zimbabwe who aims 
to meet his birth father.  
 
Thayer, Nancy 
Surfside Sisters (2019) 
Returning to her Nantucket childhood home in the 
wake of personal and professional setbacks, novelist 
Keely Green is forced to face her estranged best 
friend, Isabelle, and when she begins to fall for Isa-
belle's brother, things become complicated.  
 
Weiner, Jennifer 
The Breakaway (2023) 
In this NYT bestseller, Jennifer Weiner weaves a 
warm and satisfying story about how we come to 
terms with family, love, and our own self-image.  
 
Yarros, Rebecca 

The Last Letter (2019) 
A deeply thoughtful contemporary novel, The Last 
Letter is a slow-burn romance that evolves gradually 
as the chapters switch back and forth between Beck-
ett, whose unstable upbringing has made him hesi-
tant to form attachments and Mary, a single mother 
of two who manages a Colorado resort.  

More Authors: Lyssa Kay Adams, Sarah Adams, 
Jenny Colgan, Carley Fortune, Nina George, Jasmine 
Guillory, Ali Hazelwood, Colleen Hoover, Sophie 
Kinisella, Debbi Macomber, Adriana Trigianni  

Romance 

Bailey, Tessa 
Hook, Line, and Sinker (2022) 
A fun and funny follow up to It Happened One Sum-
mer, this book traces flirtatious fisherman, Fox, and 
Hannah , the one woman who is immune to his 
charms but actually likes his personality. Unfortu-
nately, she has an unrequited crush on a coworker 
back home. As Fox uses his vast experience to help 
Hannah improve her love life, they both discover that 
there is more to the other person than meets the eye.  

Bereger, Samara 
A Long Time Dead (2023) 
Recalling the best and most daring of Anne Rice’s 
Vampire Chronicles, Berger weaves a tale about a 
Victorian sex worker transformed into the living 
dead. As she comes to terms with this new half-life, 
she must reconcile herself to what has been lost and 
celebrate what can still be found.  
 
Fawcett, Heather 
Emily Wilde’s Encyclopaedia of Fairies (2023) 
Cambridge folklorist, Emily Wilde, is an expert on 
all things relating to the Fair Ones. In fact, she is 
much more comfortable with them and with her 
books than she is with other human beings. However, 
when she travels to the distant village of Hrafensvik 
and meets Wendell Bambleby, she may have to re-
think everything she knows - not just about fairies 
but about love, too. 
 
Fenske, Tawna  
The Two Date Rule (2020) 
In Fenske’s fun and engrossing examination of at-
tachment fears, readers meet Willa and Grady, two 
individuals whose commitment issues get in the way 
of amazing chemistry and a profound connection. As 
Willa’s anxiety conflicts with her newfound attrac-
tion, she is forced to challenge her own previously-
unbreakable “Two-Date Rule.” 
 

Forest, Kristina 

The Neighbor Favor (2023) 

When Lily begins to correspond with her favorite 

fantasy author, her frustrations about her stalled pro-

fessional and personal life all begin to vanish - until 

he does, too.   

We’ve got a little of everything: contemporary,  

historical, chick lit, time travel, suspense and more.   

Even the “non-romance” readers should find some-

thing of interest. 
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Fortune, Carley 

Every Summer After (2022) 
Ten years ago, Persephone Fraser made the worst 
mistake of her life and now lives in isolated splendor 
in New York City. But Barry’s Bay - her childhood 
shore - still waits for her, as does her former friend, 
Sam. When a funeral brings her back to the Bay, Per-
sephone must confront the biggest mistakes of her 
life - and the undeniable attraction that still exists 
between her and her long-lost friend. 
 
Henry, Emily 

People We Meet On Vacation (2021) 
Alex and Poppy were once best friends with nothing 
in common. When Poppy decides that she’s stuck in 
a rut, she decides to call the only person who truly 
makes her happy: Alex. Now, they have one last 
week, one final all-or-nothing chance to fix every-
thing - if they can only deal with the secret that’s 
always been at the heart of their relationship. (By the 
same author, Book Lovers)  
 
Evanovich, Stephanie 
Under the Table (2019) 
The best-selling author of Big Girl Panties presents a 
modern adaptation of My Fair Lady in the story of a 
canny young divorcee who makes over her socially 
awkward millionaire client, with unexpected results.  
 

Gabaldon, Diana  
The Outlander Series  
This series is the standard against which all time-
travel romances are judges.  In the first book Out-
lander, a nurse visiting Scotland after WWII walks 
between some standing stones and finds herself in 
18th century Scotland.  There are eight books in the 
series & a TV series. 
 
Hazelwood, Ali 
The Love Hypothesis (2021) 
When Olive Smith, a pragmatic third-year PhD stu-
dent, feels forced to test her theory that lasting rela-
tionships don’t exist, she kisses the first man she 
sees. Unfortunately, that man is a high-flying young 
professor known far and wide as the tyrant of the 
labs. Like any relationship, theirs is full of surprises - 
and nothing surprises the pair more than their mutual 
chemistry!  
 
Jimenez, Abby 

Part of Your World (2022) 
The protagonist’s healing takes center-stage in a sto-
ry filled with dynamic characters. Will Dr. Alexis 
Montgomery choose obligation and continue the 
family tradition of serving as surgeons at a prestig-
ious hospital or will she forge a new life with Daniel, 
the young carpenter who serves as mayor for a small 
Minnesota town? 

  

King, Lily 
Writers & Lovers (2020) 
Blindsided by her mother’s sudden death, and 
wrecked by a recent love affair, Casey Peabody has 
arrived in Massachusetts in the summer of 1997 
without a plan. When she falls for two very different 
men at the same time, her world fractures even 
more.   
 
Kinsella, Sophie  
I Owe You One (2019) 
Struggling to hold her late father's business together 
in spite of her less-motivated siblings, Fixie Farr 
cashes in an IOU from a handsome stranger to find 
employment for her childhood crush.  
 
Langston, Erin 

Forever Your Rogue (2023) 
In this Regency-Era romance, Cora Dane, relieved 
that her philandering husband is dead, must fight to 
maintain custody of her children. The only defense? 
Marry - and marry well. If the thought of reading 
wonderful love letters, seeing a rake reformed, and 
ugly crying at the end sounds appealing, this may be 
the novel for you! 
 

Lauren, Christina 

The Soulmate Equation (2021) 
When computer-algorithm-based dating reaches the 
next level and begins to match people based on their 
DNA, no one is more surprised with his match than 
the prickly CEO of the dating app company.  Does 
the software work? And more importantly, will he 
and his new partner find each other in this smart, fast
-paced novel? 
 
McQuiston, Casey 
Red, White and Royal Blue (2022) 
The Prince of Wales and the son of the President of 
the United States? In this novel, McQuinton gives a 
whole new perspective on foreign relations and inter-
national incidents as Alex Clairmont-Diaz, a millen-
nial Gordon Gecko, meets the man he has vilified for 
years. But what happens when Alex realizes there’s 
more to the young prince than he could have ever 
imagined? 

 
Meltzer, Jean 

The Matzah Ball (2021) 
Rachel has a deep, dark secret: she is a Jew who 
loves Christmas. To make matters worse, she makes 
her living (secretly) from writing Christmas romance 
novels. But when her publisher demands that she add 
to the firm's diversity by writing a Hanukkah ro-
mance, her inspiration falls flat. It will take a nudge - 
and maybe more than a nudge - from her old fre-
nemy, Jacob, to find the magic in Hanukkah - and in 
Jacob. 
 
 

 


